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The objective is developing CFD capabilities to obtain solutions for viscous flows
about generic configurations of internally and externally carried stores. The emphasis
is placed on the supersonic flow regime with extensions being made to the transonic
regime. The project is broken Into four steps : (A) Cavity flows for internal carriage
configurations; (B) High angle of attack flows, which may be experienced during the
separation of the stores; (C) Flows about a body near a flat plate for external carriage
configurations; (D) Flows about a body inside or in the proximity of a cavity. Three
dimensional unsteady cavity flow solutions are obtained by an explicit, MacCormack
algorithm, EMCAV3, for open, close, and transitional cavities. High angle of attack flows
past cylinders are solved by an implicit, upwind algorithm. All the results compare
favorably with the experimental data. For flows about multiple body configurations,
the Chimera embedding scheme Is modified for finite-volume and multigrid algorithms,
MaGGiE. Then a finite volume, implicit, upwind, multigrid Navier-Stokes solver which
uses on overlapped/embedded and zonal grids, VUMXZ3, is developed from the CFL3D
code. Supersonic flowspast a cylinder near a flat plate are computed using this code.
The results are compared with the experimental data. Currently the VUMXZ3 code is
being modified to accomplish step (D) of this project. Wind tunnel experiments are also
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